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[1] As the environmental histories of Earth and Mars have diverged drastically after the

first few hundred million years, so would the history of any life on them. While Earth has
had liquid water on its surface for billions of years, Mars most likely had long dry and
cold environments interspersed with warmer and wetter periods. Life thrived on Earth but
may have been severely restricted on Mars. There it could be present today in liquid water
in or beneath ice sheets or glaciers, in subterranean aqueous reservoirs, especially in
regions of elevated heat flow, or in protected habitats such as lava tubes, caves, or cracks
and fissures. The potential for life is enhanced in regions where elevated heat flow may
occur, such as in parts of the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic provinces. Possible organisms
would be chemoautotrophic psychrophiles adapted to a nutrient-poor environment or
photoautotrophic life in selected near-surface habitats. Alternatively, life may have
evolved alternating cycles between active and dormant forms, in which case microbes
could be present in dormant forms close to the surface and in active forms in protected
environments. Periodic liquid water on Mars could have provided opportunities for
biologic activity, as well as evolutionary progress, at the surface during the short-lived
climatic perturbations. Ancient organisms from any of these environments may also have
left a detectable fossil record.
Citation: Schulze-Makuch, D., L. N. Irwin, J. H. Lipps, D. LeMone, J. M. Dohm, and A. G. Fairén (2005), Scenarios for the
evolution of life on Mars, J. Geophys. Res., 110, E12S23, doi:10.1029/2005JE002430.

1. Introduction and Strategy
[2] Life as we know it requires a flow of energy through a
system of complex chemical interactions occurring in a
bounded aqueous environment (see Schulze-Makuch et al.
[2002] for a recent discussion). Energy, complex chemistry,
and water were available on both Earth and Mars in their
early histories. Since environmental conditions on both
planets were very similar initially, the origin of life may
have occurred separately on both planets. Alternatively,
Martian and Earth organisms may have had a common
origin, with interplanetary transfer of life among the terrestrial inner planets [Horneck et al., 1994; Davies, 1996;
Nicholson et al., 2000]. Whether life originated on Earth or
was transported here from another place, this single example shows the origin or colonization of life to be achievable
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within a few hundred million years of the opportunity for it
to happen [de Duve, 1995; Lahav, 1999], or even as little as
a few thousand years [Lazcano and Miller, 1994]. Since life
arose relatively quickly under Earth conditions, it may have
also arisen on Mars very quickly. Once established, however, life on Earth and Mars would necessarily have
followed different evolutionary trajectories, because the
environmental history of Mars and Earth diverged drastically after the first several hundred million years [Baker et
al., 2002]. By reviewing the known history of life on Earth,
and comparing the environmental and climatological histories of Earth with those hypothesized for Mars, we will
postulate two plausible trajectories and a third less likely
possibility for the evolution of life on Mars. In this paper,
for Earth we use the geologic timescale from Gradstein et
al. [2004]. For Mars, the geochronology is derived from
stratigraphic and crosscutting relationships among materials
and structures, as well as impact crater statistics [e.g., Scott
and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987]. On Mars, the
Noachian Period, named after Noachis Terra, is the earliest
time period, followed by the Hesperian Period (named after
Hesperia Planum) and the Amazonian Period (named after
Amazonis Planitia; see also Figure 1).

2. History of Life on Earth
2.1. Hadean (Early Eoarchaean; Prior to 4 Ga)
[3] Not much is known of this earliest time on Earth,
other than what can be inferred from extraterrestrial bodies
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Figure 1. Chart comparing the evolutional stages of geologic activity in the Tharsis Magmatic Complex
[Dohm et al., 2001a], which includes circum-Chryse, Northwestern Slope Valleys [Dohm et al., 2001c],
and Tharsis drainage basin/aquifer system [Dohm et al., 2001a] with (1) heat flow; note the maximum
effective heat flow to lithosphere in the Early into Middle Noachian and nonsteady state decline in
subjective heat flow (dark gray line) compared to proposed steady state decline in mantle temperature
with time (white line [Schubert et al., 1992]), following the Middle Noachian based on published
geologic information [e.g., Dohm et al., 2001a; Baker et al., 2002; Fairén et al., 2003], (2) hypothesized
Tharsis-triggered inundations in the northern plains ranging from oceans to lakes [Fairén et al., 2003],
(3) inferred absolute time [Hartmann, 2001], and (4) system information of Scott and Tanaka [1986].
Sizes of solid areas are roughly proportional to degree of exposed activity.
that fell to Earth, cratering records on the Moon and other
planets, and zircon grains incorporated into younger rocks.
The zircons have yielded ages ranging from 4.3 – 4.4 Ga
indicating the presence of granitic rock at that time. The
magma producing the zircons encountered surface water
[Kramers, 2001]. On the basis of crater counts on nearby
bodies in the Solar System, Earth is thought to have been
subjected to intense bombardment by bolides relatively
early in its history. Growing evidence indicates that the
period of Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) was a catastrophic bombardment event by asteroids and meteors from
the main asteroid belt [Strom et al., 2005] once Jupiter was
set in place. This period was from 10 Ma to 150 Ma in
duration and began approximately 3.9 Ga ago [Gomes et al.,
2005; Tsiganis et al., 2005]. The impacts may have been
sufficient to impede the accumulation of water or oceans
and the sustained development of life [Nisbet and Sleep,
2001]. Within a billion years, the bombardment slowed and
decreased in intensity as the bolides became smaller and

fewer. These asteroids and meteors, as well as comets, likely
brought to Earth’s surface sufficient amounts of organic
material for life to start [Anders, 1989; Chyba et al., 1990].
The organic molecules served as the foundation of life itself,
and were utilized as trophic resources for the newly evolving cellular organisms. Thus life had what was needed to
form and survive early in Earth’s history.
2.2. Archean (4.0 to 2.5 Ga)
[4] Early Archean metasedimentary rocks make up a
small percentage of exposures on the continents today, but
the oceans and the life at those times are essentially
unknown [Lowe, 1992; Knoll, 2003]. While supposed
bacterial fossils were described from 3.5 Ga old rocks
[Schopf, 1993; Schopf and Packer, 1987], they have been
reinterpreted as non-biologic kerogen artifacts [Brasier et
al., 2002]. The presence of life, nevertheless, is indicated by
isotopic evidence [Rosing, 1999] and by other fossil occurrences at about this same time or slightly later (see Schopf
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[1992] for a summary). The relatively early appearance of
life on Earth provides empirical support for the theoretical
expectation that given the proper materials, appropriate
physical conditions, and a flow of energy, that matter will
form itself inevitably into complex, self-organizing systems
[Goodwin, 1994; Kauffman, 1995; Morowitz, 1968].
[5] Archean oceans contained little oxygen and abundant
iron [Anbar and Knoll, 2002; Knoll, 2003]. Organisms
present in those oceans were bacteria, probably archaea
and eventually early eukaryotes [Brocks et al., 1999;
Summons et al., 1999], likely both benthic and planktic.
Some molecular phylogenies suggest an early divergence of
eukaryotes [Gu, 1997; Hedges et al., 2001] leading by
definition to ancestral protists, but this is an indirect
conclusion subject to alternative interpretations [Katz,
1999]. Benthic trophic structures were likely confined to
aggregations of films and mats composed of cyanobacteria
and other bacteria, some of which formed stromatolites and
laminated sedimentary rocks [Simonson and Carney, 1999;
Nisbet and Sleep, 2001].
[6] The occurrence of banded iron formations (BIFs)
from 3.8– 1.8 Ga suggests deep oceans with high concentrations of ferrous iron during this time as a result of intense
submarine magmatic and hydrothermal activity [Holland,
1973; Vargas et al., 1998]. BIFs may have formed from
exclusively abiotic processes (photochemical oxidation of
iron and continental weathering of iron minerals), microbial
iron metabolism (anaerobic respiration of iron and iron as
reduced power for CO2 assimilation), or microbial metabolic subproduct interactions (iron oxidation produced by
oxygen released by cyanobacteria-related microorganisms).
Thus BIFs may imply the existence of some type of
microbial consortium in the Archean oceans. In this sense,
high concentrations of soluble iron would have promoted
the development of iron-oxidizing bacteria operating in the
absence of oxygen [Gómez et al., 2004].
[7] Both benthic and pelagic prokaryotic ecosystems
were probably widely distributed, at least in shallow open
waters. Both of these ecosystems would likely have been
functionally much simpler than later ones, as they surely
lacked larger or more complex organisms. Both of these
systems likely originated in benthic and in shallow
waters, although they may have arisen at hydrothermal
vents, because molecular phylogenies suggest that thermophilic bacteria and archaeans are basal to other extant
groups [Reysenbach and Shock, 2002]. This scenario,
however, has been seriously questioned on several
grounds [Bada and Lazcano, 2002; Brochier and
Philippe, 2002]. The earliest ecosystems probably did
not have particularly unusual kinds of trophic interactions;
they were likely limited and lacked oxygenic photoautotrophs [Nisbet and Sleep, 2001]. These benthic and
pelagic ecosystems were also probably widely distributed
in Earth’s seas, at least in shallow waters.
[8] Pelagic realms of the Archean must have rather
quickly evolved a prokaryotic biota. Prokaryotic trophic
interactions would have been less complex than modern
ones, and their diversity was probably lower, primarily due
to limited sources of organic debris and the absence of
larger plankton. Nevertheless, this pelagic system would
have been fueled by organic matter from the prokaryotes
themselves, or from other ecosystems elsewhere on Earth,
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and from viruses, co-occurring species, and the continued
input of organic compounds from meteorites.
[9] After their initial evolution, prokaryotes probably
soon radiated into most benthic marine habitats. While the
record reveals only sparse prokaryotic fossils, it likely
represents very few of the possible Archean environments.
Finally, eukaryotic molecular biomarkers have been
reported from the Late Archean at 2.7 Ga [Brocks et al.,
1999], suggesting that eukaryotes were becoming important
components of marine ecosystems.
[10] The process of photosynthesis has been critical to the
further development of life on Earth. As photosynthesis
evolved, it increased potential carbon fixation to orders of
magnitude greater than that available from redox reactions
[Des Marais, 2000]. Most critical was the ability of oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria to capture hydrogen for organic biosynthesis as the result of the process of photochemical disassociation of water. The photosynthetic
process further filled the global oxygen sinks (as expressed,
e.g., in Archean banded iron formations, Proteozoic red
beds in euxinic oceans, and Precambrian pyrite-rich conglomerates in oxygenated oceans), and the eventual development of a terrestrial atmosphere containing oxygen. With
the availability of atmospheric oxygen, the transition accelerated from a dominantly anaerobic biota to the more
evolutionarily-plastic aerobic organism-dominated biota.
While these ideas are logical, evidence for photosynthetic
organisms is not secure, and the Archean remains biologically enigmatic. Life appears to have been present throughout the Eon, but its composition, trophic organization, and
evolution cannot be deciphered. This severely constrains
comparisons to the evolution of life on Mars, as Hadean
(Eoarchean) -Archean terrestrial and aquatic environments
are likely to be most similar to those of the Noachian Period
of Mars. The subsequent evolution of life on both planets
must have been dramatically different.
2.3. Proterozoic (2.5 to 0.542 Ga)
[11] During the nearly two billion years of the Proterozoic, ecosystems evolved from simple types dominated by
prokaryotes to those that were the immediate precursors of
modern marine types. These included large metazoans and
abundant larger primary producers in the benthos and a
poorly preserved, but likely complex, group of plankton
(Table 1) [Lipps and Culver, 2002]. These ecosystems
changed over time as newly evolved organisms appeared
and became integrated into these systems. The fossil record
of the Paleoproterozoic and Mesoproterozoic is still poorly
known, although the few fossils indicate that protists had
become important parts of the benthic and pelagic ecosystems between 1.5 –1.2 Ga [Vidal and Moczydlowska-Vidal,
1997; Javaux et al., 2001; Knoll, 2003]. Global events in
the Proterozoic had significant impacts on marine ecosystems. These include a poorly known Snowball Earth I, an
extensive period of glaciation at about 2.4 Ga [Kirschvink et
al., 2000], and an increase in atmospheric oxygen to about
15% of the present level between 2.2 and 1.8 Ga [Holland,
1984; Farquhar et al., 2000; Bekker et al., 2004; Rouxel et
al., 2005], perhaps promoting protist diversification and
occupation of more habitats. The first protists fossils are
cysts of planktic algae, known as acritarchs, which occur in
rocks as old as 1.8 Ga [Vidal and Moczydlowska-Vidal,
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Table 1. Chief Fossilizable Life-Forms on Earth and Their Trophic Functions and Geologic Age Based on Fossilsa
Organisms

Habitat

Function

Age Range

Heterotrophic bacteria
Autotrophic bacteria,
especially cyanobacteria
Acritarchs

all
all

consumers
primary producers

Archean-Recent
Archean-Recent

chiefly onshore/offshore pelagic

primary producers

Dinoflagellates
Coccolithophorids
and related calcareous algae
Silicoflagellates

oceanic, nearshore, lacustrine
oceanic, eutrophic
to oligotrophic
oceanic

primary producers
primary producers

PaleoproterozoicRecent
Silurian?-Recent
Triassic-Recent

Diatoms

Radiolarians
Tintinnids
Metazoa

oceanic, chiefly
eutrophic; lacustrine
benthic.
pelagic
oceanic
neritic, oceanic
all

Land plants

terrestrial, minor marine

Foraminifera

primary producers;
secondary consumers?
primary producers
herbivorous, omnivorous,
carnivorous
herbivorous, carnivorous
herbivorous, carnivorous
herbivorous, omnivorous,
carnivorous
primary producers

Cretaceous-Recent
Cretaceous-Recent
Cambrian-Recent; Jurassic-Recent
for pelagic forms
Cambrian-Recent
Ordovician-Recent
Ediacaran-Recent
Silurian-Recent

a

Modified from Lipps and Culver [2002] and Lipps [1993].

1997]. Some of these cysts may have been prokaryotes or
benthic protists [Butterfield, 1997]. The pelagic ecosystems
had changed from one dominated or solely made up of
prokaryotes to one with nano- to microphytoplankton that
were oxygenic photosynthesizers.
[12] In the Mesoproterozoic, the pelagic biotas were
similar to the Paleoproterozoic but diversity was probably
greater. Benthic ecosystems also became more complex
with diversity and abundance greater in shallow than in
deep-water settings [Javaux et al., 2001]. Evolution’s tempo
increased with the addition of red and green algae.
[13] In the Neoproterozoic, protists diversified [Porter,
2004], while the total biodiversity remained low compared
to later times [Knoll, 2003]; small, early multicellular stem
metazoans may have been widespread, but evidence is
lacking [Lipps, 1992; Lipps and Valentine, 2004]. A bacterial trophic loop was likely present in Early Neoproterozoic
seas and by then, phytoplankton and their organic contributions, as well as herbivorous, carnivorous, and consumer
protists, were part of it. Benthic mats and stromatolites,
including both prokaryotes and protists, were common. A
second Snowball Earth period of global glaciations occurred
from about 750 to 600 Ma [Kirschvink, 1992], just before
the appearance of metazoans and a more complex ecosystem [Narbonne, 2005]. Acritarchs occur through this entire
interval varying in diversity but without mass extinctions
[Vidal and Moczydlowska-Vidal, 1997]. If the oceans were
covered completely with ice, life would have been severely
restricted for lack of primary production. It did not go
extinct, because the fossil record of protists is continuous
through this long interval. Life could have survived in
refuges such as cracked and fissured ice, in and near holes
in the ice, and near volcanic vents that either provided nearsurface, ice-free, or suitable deep-sea habitats. In either
scenario, primary production might have been constrained
to lower latitudes, but it could have supported complex
trophic interactions in the pelagic and benthic biotas.
[14] The first animal fossils appeared at about 600 Ma
[Barford et al., 2002], including sponge and animal embryo
fossils. Metazoans or their immediate precursors had
evolved earlier from choanoflagellate protists [Medina et

al., 2003; King, 2004] although a good date for this
divergence is uncertain. These earliest animals, all of which
lacked hard skeletons, are preserved either as body impressions or tracks. They diversified into more than 250 known
forms [Fedonkin, 1992; Runnegar, 1992a], recorded from
all continents except Antarctica. This biota lived for over
60 million years, comprising precursors to the later metazoans [Lipps and Valentine, 2004; Narbonne, 2005], including the first sponges and probably cnidarians [Dewel et
al., 2001; Valentine, 2002], although some fossils, which
were thought to belong to the Ediacaran biota likely
represent other organisms such as algae [Lipps and
Valentine, 2004]. The Ediacaran fossils are now considered
to be mostly metazoans [Collins et al., 2000; Fedonkin,
1992; Fedonkin and Waggoner, 1997; Jenkins, 1992; Knoll
and Carroll, 1999; Martin et al., 2000; Narbonne, 2005;
Runnegar, 1992b; Waggoner, 1995].
2.4. Phanerozoic (0.542 to 0.0 Ga)
[15] The Ediacaran fauna was succeeded by a host of
diversified metazoans. Within a few million years, the
burrowing animals, animals covered with multiple plates
and scales, and finally all the major phyla of animals, most
of the other fossilizable eukaryotes, and many photosynthesizing organisms appeared [Valentine et al., 1991; Valentine,
2004; Lipps and Culver, 2002]. For microorganisms, six
major evolutionary developments occurred during the Phanerozoic: (1) a decline in the abundance and a more restricted
distribution of bacterial structures (mats and stromatolites),
possibly because of grazing metazoans; (2) evolution of
skeletonized benthic foraminifera and siliceous plankton in
the Cambrian; (3) the appearance of inferred symbiosis
between reef organisms and algal symbionts, including
larger foraminifera in mid to late Paleozoic shallow carbonate shelf environments; (4) the first appearance and diversification of major groups of organic-walled, siliceous and
calcareous phyto- and zooplankton in the mid-Mesozoic;
(5) Mesozoic radiation of deep water, reef, and nearshore
biotas; and (6) mass extinctions and rediversification of
marine species at the ends of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic,
as well as lesser extinctions at several other times. Meta-
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Figure 2. Topographic shaded relief map of the northern
hemisphere of Mars constructed from Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) data showing major geographic features
of the northern hemisphere, including possible oceanic
shorelines and paleolakes, after Fairén et al. [2003]. State
information (numbers) corresponds to stage information in
Figure 1. Polar stereographic projection; scale varies with
latitude.

zoans underwent similar, if not identical, events in their own
evolution.

3. History of the Martian Environment
[16] While the issue of how stable liquid water on the
Martian surface cannot be satisfactorily resolved at the
present time, recent geomorphological, geochemical, and
elemental evidence compiled from orbiting spacecraft (e.g.,
Mars Express and Mars Odyssey, and the MER rovers
Opportunity and Spirit), seems to confirm a wet Mars
during some time in its early recorded history [Boynton et
al., 2002; Squyres et al., 2004; Rieder et al., 2004; Gendrin
et al., 2005] (see also investigations by Scott et al. [1995]
and Baker [2001] based on Mariner and Viking data).
Hypotheses to explain this are numerous (well reviewed
by Carr [2000]), and generally involve either a warm and
wet climate, or a cold and dry climate punctuated by
episodic water activity.
[17] The first set of hypotheses to explain water-related
features on the surface of Mars can be summarized as
follows: initially, a warm and wet global climate may have
occurred at least into the Middle Noachian followed by
persisting dry and cold periods interrupted mainly by shortduration pulses (perhaps 103 to 104 years [Baker et al.,
1991]) of endogenic-driven activity, especially at Tharsis
and the surrounding regions [Dohm et al., 2001a; Anderson
et al., 2001]. Catastrophic flooding and ponding occurred in
the northern plains through time to form bodies of water
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ranging in size from oceans to lakes [Fairén et al., 2003]
(Figures 1 and 2), under possibly acidic aqueous conditions
[e.g., Fairén et al., 2004]. On the basis of their radiativeconvective climate model, Pollack et al. [1987] concluded
that CO2 pressures of 1 to 5 bar would have been required to
keep the surface temperature above the freezing point of
water, corresponding to globally and orbitally averaged
conditions and a 30% reduction in solar luminosity of the
early Sun. They claim that the most likely mechanism by
which these pressures could have been achieved was the
thermal decomposition of carbonate rocks caused directly
and indirectly (through burial) by intense, global-scale
volcanism possibly sufficient to induce episodes of climate
warming [Phillips et al., 2001; Solomon et al., 2005].
Outgassing models indicate that at least 140 mbar, and
possibly as much as 3000 mbar of CO2, could have been
placed into the Martian atmosphere [Kahn, 1985], though
Kasting [1991] argued that the greenhouse effect of gaseous
CO2 and H2O would not be sufficient to ensure stable liquid
water on the Martian surface. Sagan and Chyba [1997]
pointed out that reduced greenhouse gases such as CH4 and
NH3 may have contributed to an early Mars warm enough
to maintain liquid water on its surface. Under the fainter Sun
early in Solar System history, certain groups of anaerobic
bacteria pumped out large amounts of methane on Earth,
thereby keeping the early climate warm and inviting
[Kasting and Siefert, 2002], and putative organisms on
early Mars could have done the same. Additionally, carbon
dioxide ice clouds in the troposphere may have contributed
to warming early Mars as ice particles reflected the outgoing
thermal infrared radiation back to the surface [Forget and
Pierrehumbert, 1997]. Cloud warming mechanisms are
complicated, however, because the amount of surface
warming depends on many details, including particle size,
cloud height, cloud optical depth, and fractional cloud cover
[Kasting, 1997]. Destabilization of clathrates by small
decreases in pressure or increases in temperature would
liberate methane, which could saturate an ocean with the
excess migrating up the water column and being released
into the atmosphere, contributing to the global greenhouse
effect [Fairén et al., 2005]. In fact, methane has been
detected in the Martian atmosphere [Formisano et al.,
2004] and introduction of methane in the atmosphere by
biogenic sources among other possibilities (e.g., volcanisms, water/basalt interactions) has been addressed previously by Max and Clifford [2000].
[18] The second set of hypotheses invokes mechanisms
that rely mainly on local thermal energy sources to drive
hydrologic activity such as valley formation [e.g., Carr and
Head, 2003] within a freezing dry climate [Shuster and
Weiss, 2005]. These mechanisms include groundwater sapping, runoff, mass wasting, and/or episodic flooding [Pieri,
1976; Mars Channel Working Group, 1983; Baker and
Partridge, 1986; Carr, 1995] due to (1) hydrothermal
circulation induced by an early, higher geothermal gradient
or local hydrothermal sources such as impact craters,
intrusions, or volcanoes [Newsom, 1980; Mouginis-Mark
et al., 1984; Brakenridge et al., 1985; Mouginis-Mark,
1985, 1990; Squyres et al., 1987; Gulick and Baker, 1989,
1990; Wilhelms and Baldwin, 1989; Clifford, 1993; Squyres
and Kasting, 1994; Scott et al., 1995; Tanaka et al., 1998],
(2) intense seismic shaking caused by impacts and mars-
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Table 2. Elevation, Area, Volume, and Depth (for Present-Day Topography) of the Basins Proposed by Fairén
et al. [2003]a
Meridiani Shoreline

Arabia Shoreline

Deuteronilus Shoreline

1500
5.35
10.7 – 15.5
1.99 – 2.89

2090
4.67
7.7 – 11.1
1.64 – 2.38

3792
2.47
1.4 – 2.0
0.56 – 0.81

Mean elevation, m
Basin area, 107 km2
Volume, 107 km3
Mean depth, km

a
Note that the Meridiani shoreline is derived from two different proposed shorelines [Parker et al., 1989, 1993; Edgett and
Parker, 1997], as shown in Figure 2.

quakes [Clifford, 1993; Tanaka et al., 1998; Dohm et al.,
2001b; Segura et al., 2002], or (3) pressurization of watersaturated crustal materials by tectonic deformation
[MacKinnon and Tanaka, 1989; Tanaka et al., 1998].
[ 19 ] An alternative interpretation of the evidence
described above includes a variation of Martian orbital
parameters [see Carr, 1990; Touma and Wisdom, 1993;
Laskar and Robutel, 1993] and related environmental/
climatic changes. Though numerous exogenic- and
endogenic-related processes may have contributed to the
trajectory of possible life on Mars, here we focus on three
candidate scenarios, which are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, including (1) a mostly cold and dry Mars
with liquid water on its surface or beneath ice sheets for
prolonged periods; (2) a mostly cold and dry Mars, which was
periodically subjected to transient melting of groundwater
leading to precipitation, flooding, and surface water in a liquid
or frozen state for relatively brief periods; and (3) the presence
of oceans and a warm humid atmosphere into at least the
Middle to Late Nochian (Figure 2, Table 2).

4. Trajectories for Life on Mars
[20] If water and an atmosphere containing carbon and
nitrogen were present for a sustained period in the early
history of Mars, the origin or sustenance of life on that
planet seems probable. Once formed or established on Mars,
life presumably would have followed a trajectory determined largely by natural selection operating on inherent
variation in existing populations of organisms. The trajectory of life on Mars therefore would be expected on
theoretical grounds to have undergone changes dictated by
the relative stability and change in the environment
[Campbell, 1996]. Most organisms remain relatively unchanged during their evolutionary life spans because their
environments do not change. While life may arise or take
hold fairly quickly, it has little propensity to evolve rapidly
if the environments are stable. Those traits that are successful in a particular environment are therefore selected more
strongly, resulting in long-enduring species. On the other
hand, changes in either the biotic or abiotic environment can
alter the pace and direction of evolution relatively rapidly,
thereby generating both change in existing forms as well as
diversification of new forms. As described in the previous
section, the planetary history of Mars shows episodes of
both radical change and prolonged gross stability, hence
affecting the evolutionary trajectory in different ways at
different times of life on Mars.
4.1. Scenario 1
[21] If Mars was cold and dry for most of its history with
periodic and prolonged presence of surface water beneath

ice sheets (referred to as Scenario 1), life could have
retreated from an earlier warm epoch to liquid subsurface
water habitats, beneath ice sheets, and to liquid groundwater
beneath the permafrost. On the other hand, life also may
have originated in ice, such as in channels where solutes are
squeezed out as crystallization progresses. If life originated
on Mars, the first organisms would likely have been simple
heterotrophs surviving on the consumption of high-energy
organic molecules available in the primordial Martian water
bodies. Chemoautotrophic organisms, functioning independently from preexisting organic nutrients, may have evolved
from others. Given the availability of sunlight as an energy
source on Mars, phototrophic organisms may have evolved
as well. On Earth, phototrophs may have evolved in as little
as 10 million years [Lazcano and Miller, 1994]. If Martian
phototrophs ever produced oxygen as a metabolic
by-product, the oxygen has since escaped to space or
oxidized surface minerals. Indeed, the oxidized state of
the surface today indicates the possibility that oxygen
sufficient to support some oxidative metabolism could have
been present at an earlier stage of planetary evolution.
However, the very low level of oxygen in the Martian
atmosphere today renders the survival of macroorganisms
using oxidative metabolism highly unlikely.
[22] Under the conditions of Scenario 1, Mars may never
have evolved a biosphere as encompassing as that of Earth.
Even if prokaryotic-like heterotrophs, and subsequently
chemotrophs and phototrophs, had evolved in or at the
margins of ancestral Martian bodies of water, as the planet
cooled and the water froze beneath ice sheets or retreated
underground, psychrophilic microbes capable of surviving
for long periods of time beneath the ice cover may have
evolved or diversified. Even on Earth under the moderating
influence of a denser, humid atmosphere, simple prokaryotic forms have dominated over the entire history of life,
although other complex forms eventually radiated from
them and their ancestors.
[23] Phototrophs, by analogy with their appearance on
Earth and under suitable conditions according to Scenario 1,
would have possibly evolved on Mars, and would have
allowed the emergence of ecosystems roughly comparable
to those on Earth during the late Archean and early
Proterozoic. Organisms as complex as single-celled eukaryotes could have evolved. As the atmosphere dissipated and
the water habitats disappeared, however, enhanced UV
radiation, hypobaric stress, and desiccation at the Martian
surface would likely have led to the extinction of all surface
dwelling organisms. Chemoautotropic psychrophiles living
in liquid groundwater or protected under an ice cover would
be the most likely surviving organisms.
[24] Depending on their total biomass, some of the
heterotrophic organisms may have survived by using the
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chemotrophic organisms as a food resource, or may have
scavenged organic molecules from abiogenic sources (e.g.,
from hydrothermal sources [Jannasch, 1995; MacDonald et
al., 2004], for example, via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
[Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2004]). Among the few sites
known on Earth with chemotrophic organisms solely supported by chemical energy are deep basalt aquifers [Stevens
and McKinley, 1995], hydrothermal vents, and anoxic sediments. Analogous ecosystems independent of photosynthesis could have existed on Mars, perhaps best exemplified in
and near Tharsis, where long-lived, magma-water interactions and basin-infilling lavas and possible sedimentary
sequences have been recorded [Dohm et al., 2001a;
Komatsu et al., 2004]. Bioenergetic models of other energy
sources such as thermosynthesis, kinetic energy, or osmotic
gradients have been shown to be theoretically feasible
where light as an energy source is not available [SchulzeMakuch and Irwin, 2002, 2004; A. W. J. Muller and
D. Schulze-Makuch, Thermal energy and the origin of life,
submitted to Origin of Life and Evolution of the Biosphere,
2005].
4.2. Scenario 2
[25] In the case of a mostly cold and dry Mars for most of
its history, but subject to (1) periodic global flooding
triggered by episodic volcanism and meteor bombardment,
and (2) localized flow from snow or ice melt or groundwater
eruptions (referred to here as Scenario 2), life could have
retreated to the subsurface, in groundwater or in protected
places such as subterranean voids, including lava tubes,
fractures, fissures, and caverns, which may still be extensive
on the planet [e.g., Rodriguez et al., 2005a, 2005b]. Such
life may have developed cycles alternating between dormant and proliferative forms. Given radical, fluctuating
changes in the environment with periodically favorable
conditions on the Martian surface, strong selection may
have occurred for enhancing chemoautotrophy and alternative energy sources, which could have generated a diverse
range of chemical pathways (some of which may not exist
on Earth), but also other energy sources such as thermosynthesis discussed above. Fewer potential habitats would
exist, but they would not be as fragmented as under
Scenario 1, and periodically organisms would thrive in a
surface ocean or at least under surface conditions with
abundant liquid water, enhancing evolutionary possibilities.
Thus the question is whether hundreds of millions of years
of dry Mars can maintain a biosphere sufficient to respond
to growth and selection during much shorter warm periods.
If the answer is yes, the consequences would be profound
and many evolutionary innovations could be expected.
[26] Some of the subsurface organisms under Scenario 2
may have evolved as efficient scavengers. They would have
utilized chemical sources of energy, possibly thermal sources, and would reasonably be located near sites of volcanic
activity in large numbers. Organisms in the subsurface or
below ice may survive for long periods, even in dormant
states for some periods of time, if they are protected from
ambient radiation from the rocks. Examples include
(1) cryptoendolithic cyanobacteria in Antarctica, which are
observed to exist in soil of only a few mm thickness [e.g.,
Friedmann, 1982; Nienow et al., 1988; Friedmann et al.,
1993]; (2) terrestrial iron-metabolizing bacteria that develop
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self-protection mechanisms, in which ferric iron produced
by iron metabolism provides high protection against radiation [Gómez et al., 2003]; and (3) Bacillus endospores,
which have been reported to survive under space conditions
[e.g., Nicholson et al., 2000]. Though apparently lifeless
during the long dry and cold periods, Mars could potentially
bloom with life reproducing at a high rate during the
occurrences of liquid water on its surface. Thus, under
Scenario 2, two life styles could exist on Mars today. The
first possibility consists of simple organisms in subterranean
environments (including cavities and groundwater reservoirs), ideally adapted to scavenge nutrients and comparable
to the chemotrophic psychrophiles postulated in Scenario 1.
The other possibility consists of living microorganisms with
dormant forms persisting near the surface and becoming
active only during suitable surface conditions. Some of the
latter organisms might be active to a limited extent in
restricted environments such as groundwater or in lava
tubes. Both types of organisms under Scenario 2 would be
expected to differ considerably from their ancestral forms
because of the recurrent cycles of directional selection driven
by the alternation of brief warmer wetter periods with
sustained periods of global cooling and surface desiccation.
4.3. Scenario 3
[27] In the third scenario, we consider an Earth-like water
world (e.g., such as during the Archean when elevated
magmatism is recorded) with extensive magmatic-driven
activity, including elevated hydrothermal activity for a
prolonged period, at least until Tharsis became well established before the end of the Noachian Period [Dohm et al.,
2001a] (Figure 1). This would be followed by a gradual loss
of atmosphere and desiccation of the surface (for example,
geologic mapping and GIS-based comparative analysis of
the paleotectonic information compiled for the Thaumasia
region of Mars shows that magmatic-driven activity was an
order of magnitude greater during the Noachian than in the
Late Hesperian [Dohm et al., 2001b]). In this scenario, life
could have evolved as on Earth with the origin of heterotrophic, chemotrophic, and phototrophic organisms.
Although the history of life on Earth might reflect inherent
constraints on the rate of evolution, this period might have
provided sufficient time for the evolution of eukaryote-like
and multicellular organisms on Mars. An additional difficulty for most eukaryote-like organisms may have been the
absence of an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Nevertheless, given
the only example of evolutionary history with which we are
familiar, the possibility for the evolution of eukaryote-like
and multicellular organisms on Mars cannot be dismissed. In
any event, even under this scenario, phototrophic and
heterotrophic organisms probably would have become extinct as the planet dried, but fossils of any of them might be
found on or near the surface. Surviving forms would likely
be unicellular or simple multicellular, mostly chemoautotrophic, and occupants of subterranean environments.

5. Fossils on Mars?
[28] While microbes can live in the subsurface on Earth,
most organisms of all types live in abundance only at the
surface or below surface waters. The latter is clearly not true
on Mars now, nor perhaps has it been for a long time. The
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subsurface biota on Earth has no known fossil record,
although living bacteria have been reported from Permian
salt deposits [Satterfield et al., 2005]. Thus, although
microbial life may have been present on Mars for a long
time, its fossil record may be extremely patchy in time and
space, or absent.
[29] Microbial fossils on Earth are contained chiefly in
aquatic deposits. Microorganisms have always dominated
these environments; indeed for most of the geologic record,
ecosystems consisted wholly of them, and later when larger
animals and plants appeared, they still provided most of the
primary production and consumption. Millions of unknown
or poorly known species of unskeletonized bacteria and
archaea [Torsvik et al., 2002] and protists [Patterson, 1999]
produce no fossils at all [Lipps and Culver, 2002]. Yet
microfossils and microbial traces are quite abundant in the
fossil record of Earth, although they represent only a few
major lineages. Microorganisms also eventually occupied
every habitat in Earth’s aquatic environments from the
deepest oceans to marginal lagoons and marshes to fresh
waters, damp places, and even snow and ice as long as
liquid water was available. Living protists with fossil
records have a multitude of complex trophic styles [Azam,
1998]; hence their roles in ancient ecosystems were likely
similarly varied. The early evolution of life on Mars and
Earth may be inferred or reconstructed by reference to
energy acquisition and trophic structures. For Earth, trophic
inferences of ancient forms are possible on the basis of the
properties of living groups of related organisms and cooccurring assemblages.
[30] Fossils of bacteria are rarely preserved as cells, but
fossil microbial mats and the stromatolites they built are
relatively common back to the Archean. Among protists are
included benthic and planktic primary producers, microherbivores, and micro-carnivores which are also commonly
to abundantly preserved, especially in Phanerozoic rocks.
Prior to the Phanerozoic, single-celled eukaryotes are
known primarily from acritarchs, which appeared around
1.8 Ga. These fossils represent photosynthetic forms, but
their affinities are not known with certainty; a few are
bacteria, some were benthic, while many others were
pelagic. In later geologic time, other protists came to
dominate the fossil record, but they still represent a very
small proportion of the protists that probably existed.
Judging from today’s seas, bacteria, naked protists, and
unfossilizable larger zooplankton were likely present and
important, but largely unrecorded in the fossil record. If life
is present on Mars, it most likely has remained microbial
under either of the two most reasonable scenarios; thus their
actual fossils would be difficult to find. However, microbial
mats, microbialites, and stromatolites could occur in ancient
aquatic sites or on damp soils. Putative Martian organisms
could be fossilized under very limited environmental conditions in the same way as those preserved in the Early
Archean formations by hydrothermal silica or other hydrothermal fluids (calcium carbonate or iron oxides), or even
evaporites [Westall, 2005].

6. Discussion
[31] In its early stages, Mars provided a variety of
environments as on Earth [Westall, 2005], probably includ-
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ing shallow water, benthic and pelagic realms, littoral, and
deeper-water environments below the wave base in standing
water [Cabrol and Grin, 2005]. Mineralogic energy sources
may have been sufficient to support as much chemolithotrophic life on Mars in its first 10– 50 million years as on
early Earth [Jakosky and Shock, 1998]. Volcanic and
hydrothermal activity would have been strong on early
Mars, although less by a factor of 100 than on Earth
[Jakosky and Shock, 1998]. However, some sites probably
existed on Mars that have been active for a large part of its
history (e.g., the Tharsis complex). An origin of life at sites
of hydrothermal activity is thus also possible under Martian
conditions. However, the smaller size of Mars would imply
that the planet cooled down more quickly and water
condensed on the surface earlier than on Earth. This may
not have inhibited life, because liquid water beneath an ice
cap and heated from below by hydrothermal activity may in
fact provide a very suitable environment. Also, if the first
cells originated under hydrothermal conditions, these organisms would have shortly (million years range) encountered
their first evolutionary challenge. Thermophilic life would
have had to adapt to the gradually colder and dryer
conditions, culminating in a psychrophilic life style. However, once psychrophilic forms had evolved, life on Mars
could have remained in principle relatively unchanged until
today if the environments did not change. However, Mars
may have undergone major changes, such as the recent ice
age from 2.1 to 0.4 Ma that affected the planet to midlatitudes [Head et al., 2003], so life also could have continued
to evolve in specialized ways.
[32] Mars may have had plate tectonic activity [Sleep,
1994; Connerney et al., 1999] that ceased early in its history
[Baker et al., 2002; Fairén and Dohm, 2004]. The later lack
of plate tectonics would not necessarily have inhibited life,
however. From a microbial viewpoint, life occurs on temporal and spatial scales that are many orders of magnitude
smaller than geological processes [Westall, 2005]; thus
microbial life could have become well-established on Mars
before climatic degradation made the surface inhospitable.
The transition from plate tectonics to a stagnant-lid regime
must have resulted in a multitude of effects, such as a great
reduction in the recycling of elements and water, dramatic
changes in atmospheric composition and pressure, inability
to recover all the carbon sequestered in the sediments,
changes in global temperature, and many other factors. This
could have resulted in a dramatic change in the biosphere as
a whole, with a great mass extinction and the survival of
only those species able to adapt to the new conditions.
These survivors would include psychrophiles persisting in
underground reservoirs, or organisms which are likely to
have retreated to fragmented habitats such as sites of
volcanic activity and regions of persistent elevated heat
flow, perhaps in or near parts of the Tharsis and Elysium
volcanic provinces and the region that straddles the two
provinces [Dohm et al., 2004; Dohm, 2005].
[33] Without an ozone shield, the Martian land surface
may have always been sterile. Life may have been able to
exist a short distance below the surface, in cracks, fissures,
holes, caverns, and below overhangs where UV radiation
could not reach. Life on Earth apparently did not populate
the surface before oxygen became abundant and the ozone
shield sufficiently protective, but it thrived in shallow water
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and may have also existed in cryptic near-surface habitats.
Several centimeters of water provide efficient UV protection. Other protective mechanisms such as organic pigments
and other organic compounds derived from dead cells could
have been present [Marchant et al., 1991; Schulze-Makuch
et al., 2004]. However, the abundance of iron on the
Martian surface, now confirmed by the MER rovers [Bell
et al., 2004], may have provided a much higher degree of
protection against radiation. Since ferric iron is the product
of iron metabolism, bacteria capable of metabolizing iron
could have provided self-protection [Gómez et al., 2003].
Therefore Mars may not have been devoid of life at the
surface, as long as water and biotic or abiotic nutrients were
available.
[34] Life on Mars presumably would have spread from its
point of origin to populate most of the planet, becoming
abundant in liquid surface water pools and early oceans. Its
challenge would then have been to survive the radical
habitat changes that ensued. Life, once evolved on Earth,
proved to be extraordinarily adaptive through natural selection. Despite numerous global catastrophes and recurrent
environmental changes, several of which extinguished a
large proportion of the species in existence, life has persisted to occupy every suitable habitat on the planet. Life on
Mars could likewise be expected to have been fairly
tenacious, adapting to the global changes that occurred as
the planet passed through cycles of cooling and desiccation.
[35] Dormant microbial states, such as spores or cryptogenic organisms like those found in cold environments on
Earth, may have allowed Martian organisms to exist through
harsh conditions until the environment became suitable for
active life once again (such as during periods of liquid water
on the Martian surface). If life evolved far enough on Mars
to develop dormant states similar to sporulating bacteria on
Earth, it would have been hardy enough to survive new
environments that followed in later Martian history.
[36] If Mars has indeed been cold and dry for most of its
history, the probability is high that surviving forms of life, if
any, would be microbial. Subsurface habitats on Earth are
populated almost exclusively by microbial organisms at
depths more than a few meters underground, due probably
to the low level of nutrients, the relative lack of chemical
cycling, and the impediments to growth and movement that
macroorganisms encounter underground. Those few macroorganisms that have adopted fossorial life styles derive from
ancestors that evolved on the surface and still depend on
surface ecosystems for nutrients. Even those species adapted to cave life likewise evolved from non-cave dwelling
ancestors. Thus, for the Martian subsurface to be populated
by anything other than microorganisms would imply a
prolonged opportunity for evolution in the oceans or at
the surface, probably extending to recent times. Until this
possibility (Scenario 3) is ruled out, macroorganisms or
their fossils conceivably could be found on Mars. Under
what appears to be the more likely Scenarios 1 and 2, life on
Mars, if it persists, is most likely to be microbial.
[37] The scenarios we have proposed for the evolution of
life on Mars suggest two search strategies for future missions. One strategy should concentrate on materials deposited in water-laid sediments or cold or hot spring deposits. If
fossils are preserved in such sediments, they would likely be
microscopic and require examination at high magnification
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by instruments at Mars or of samples returned to Earth.
Relevant rock types would include fine-grained detrital
sediments or chemical precipitates in former water channels
or reservoirs (ponds, lakes or seas), and in chemical
precipitates from hydrothermal and cold water deposits.
Fossils could be revealed by examination of disaggregated
or macerated rocks, or in thin-sections made from those
same rocks. The second strategy would be to search for
living organisms by subsurface drilling or remote searching
of cracks, fissures, overhangs, and caves near the surface.
With appropriate instrumentation, samples gathered on site
could be scanned for extant, fossil, or dormant microbial
organisms by microscopy, and screened for the presence of
organic macromolecules by atomic mass spectrometry.
Bioindicators for life that even dormant organisms would
be expected to exhibit include (1) the presence of complex
organic compounds with molecular weights of 1,000 or
greater, (2) isotopic fractionation toward the lighter biogenic
elements, (3) cellular compartmentalization and boundaries,
(4) presence of a chemical that functions as the genetic
code, and (5) homochirality. For a more complete list of
search parameters for possible alien life the reader is
referred to Table 1 of Schulze-Makuch and Grinspoon
[2005].

7. Conclusions
[38] The most reasonable environmental histories for
Mars indicate long dry and cold periods interspersed with
warmer and wetter environments. Life could have evolved
under early environmental conditions on Mars, have diversified and gone partially extinct under changing conditions,
but still be present in liquid water beneath or in ice, in
subterranean aqueous reservoirs, especially in regions of
elevated heat flow, or in protected habitats such as cracks,
fissures, lava tubes or caves. Organisms would likely be
chemoautotrophic psychrophiles adapted to a nutrient-poor
environment. Or, life may have evolved alternating cycles
between dormant and proliferative life-forms, in which case
microbes could be present in dormant or semi-dormant
forms close to the surface and in proliferative forms in
protected habitats. The episodic availability of liquid water
on the Martian surface likely promoted evolutionary
change. To the extent that water persisted on the surface
for a prolonged period, the opportunity for evolution of
macroorganisms existed. However, given the harsh environment and the prolonged conditions on the Martian
surface hostile to life, it has likely remained in the microbial
stage.
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